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Bikini Look For Curvy Female  

 

        YarnArt Jeans # 59  YarnArt Jeans # 77               YarnArt Jeans # 53 

                                

If thick yarn is used, the costume will turn out bigger than stated; similarly, 

the thinner the yarn the smaller the costume.  

Crochet Hook: 2.25 MM 

Stitches and abbreviations: 

CH − Chain Stitch 

SC − Single Crochet 

HDC − Half Double Crochet 

SL St − Slip Stitch 

ST/S − Stitch/Stitches 
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Hair 

YarnArt Jeans # 77 (Orange)  

Step one. Cut strands of yarn 13 inches (33 cm) long.  

 

Step 2.  Mark a thread lines on the head.  

Step 3. Fold your yarn in half. Insert your hook into a loop, and catch the bend in your 

hair piece. Pull the bend through the front loop, and pull the two ‘ends’ through the 

bend. Put strands in each stitch of every other round. 
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Step 4. Do hairstyle. Just make a bun. (First make a ponytail, secure it with a piece of 

yarn, then secure the ends.) 

 

 

Sun Glasses  

YarnArt Jeans # 53 (Black) 

Round 1. Make a foundation loop, SC 6 around. 

Round 2. Increasing. SC 2 in each stitch = 12 total. 

Break Black yarn. 

Make two black circles. 

Join Pink yarn to any of black circles. 

YarnArt Jeans # 59 (Pink) 

Round 3. SC 12 around the first black circle. 

Do not break the yarn yet. Make CH 2 and go on crocheting around another black 

circle. 

SC 12. 

Break the yarn, hide the loose ends. 

Glasses shackles 
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Double your yarn (just bend it in half.) Insert your hook into a loop on the any 

side of Sun Glasses, and catch the bend in your strand of yarn. Pull the bend through 

the loop and work CH 15. Break the yarn, leave the end 3-4 inches. 

The first shackle is ready. Make the second one. 

 

Put the Sun Glasses on the Doll, Tie the ends on the back of the head. 

 

 

Headband 

YarnArt Jeans # 59 (Pink) 

Step 1. Make a chain CH 40, join ring, HDC 40. 

Break the yarn. 
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Step 2. Bow.  

Make a chain CH 7, turn, SC 6. 

Work 8 rows of SC 6. 

Break the yarn. 

 

Step 3. Wrap the yarn around the center of your rectangle and secure tightly with a 

knot. Arrange and tie the Bow on the Headband.

  

Put the Headband on the Doll. 
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Lips 

YarnArt Jeans # 59 (Pink) 

Make two little chains CH 5.  

Insert your hook in the back side of the head, and pull the ends of lips. 

Secure the ends and hide them among the hair. 

 

 

 

Bathing Suit 

Top 

YarnArt Jeans # 59 (Pink) 

Row 1.  Make a chain CH 8, turn, HDC 7 (start from the 2nd stitch from the hook.) 

!(Leave the end of yarn approximately 4 inches (10 cm) 

Row 2.  Decreasing. CH 1 (don`t count), 1st and 2nd together, HDC 3, two the last sts 

together = 5 total. 

Row 3. Decreasing. CH 1 (don`t count), 1st and 2nd together, HDC 1, two the last sts 

together = 3 total. 

Row 4. CH 1 (don`t count), 1st and 2nd together, HDC 1 = 2 total. 

Row 5. CH 1 (don`t count), two stitches together = 1 total. 

Break the yarn. 
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Make two. 

 

Join your yarn to the low part of any piece and start working SC. 

SC 7, then CH 4  and go to the other piece.  

Leave the ends of yarn from both sides. 

 

Put the top on the Doll. 
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Buttom 

YarnArt Jeans # 59 (Pink) 

Row 1.  Make a chain CH 10, turn, HDC 9. (Leave the end of yarn approximately 

12 inches (30 cm) 

Row 2.  Decreasing. CH 1 (don`t count), 1st and 2nd together, HDC 5, two the last sts 

together = 7 total. 

Row 3. Decreasing. CH 1 (don`t count), 1st and 2nd together, HDC 3, two the last sts 

together = 5 total. 

Row 4. Decreasing. CH 1 (don`t count), 1st and 2nd together, HDC 1, two the last sts 

together = 3 total. 

Row 5. CH 1 (don`t count), 1st and 2nd together, HDC 1 = 2 total. 

Row 6. CH 1 (don`t count), two stitches together = 1 total. 

Leave the end 4 inches (10 cm) and break the yarn. 

 

Use the end of yarn which left at the beginning and work a chain CH 40. 

Secure the end on the other side of the piece and hide the loose yarn.  

 

 

Put on the Doll and secure all ends.  
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Sandals 

YarnArt Jeans # 59 (Pink) 

Round 1. Work a chain CH 5. (Leave the end of yarn approximately 8 inches 

(20 cm).  SC 2 in the second chain stitch from the hook, SC 2 in next two stitches, SC 

4 in the last stitch, turn and work along the other side of the chain SC 2 in next two 

stitches, SC 2 in the last one = 12 total.  
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Round 2. Increasing. SC 2 in the first, SC 4 in next 4 sts, SC 2 in each of next 3 sts, 

SC 3 in next three sts, SC 2 in the last stitch of the round = 17 total.   

Sl St for final stitch, break the yarn.     Leave the end 8 inches (20 cm). 

 

Double your yarn (just bend it in half.) Insert your hook into a loop on the any 

side of Sandal, and catch the bend in your strand of yarn. Pull the bend through the 

loop and work CH 5. Secure this little chain on the other side of the sandal with knot.  
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Break the yarn, hide the end. 

The first sandal is ready. Make the second one using the same pattern. 

Put the sandals on the Doll. 

 

This is it  

The Bikini Look for Curvy Female is ready! We hope you enjoyed the process of crocheting 
as much as the end product!  
Good luck! We hope our description was clear and understandable. We are quite sure you will 
have little or no problems following it step by step. But if you do have any, feel free to contact 
us. We will make it our priority to resolve any difficulties and update the pattern accordingly. As 
we constantly work on improving our patterns, we would love to hear your suggestions and 
feedback. Your opinion matters to us. Feel free to send photos of finished items or your own 
work, for we would love to see how the pattern worked for you. If you enjoyed working on our 
pattern, rate it on Etsy: https://www.etsy.com/shop/stepbystepatterns, give us your feedback, 
and check some more items.  
email: stepbystepatterns@gmail.com  
Best regards and thanks for the purchase!  

Paula and Eugene  
This pattern is exclusively created and designed by Paula Tantsurina of "Step-by-step Patterns". This 

pattern is not to be distributed in any form, including reproduction of attached images, text, and step-by-

step instructions. Finished items may be unrestrictedly sold for profit, on the condition that the creator is 

kindly credited with the pattern; the credit must include the name: Paula Tantsurina, and a link to the 

Etsy store: https://www.etsy.com/shop/stepbystepatterns?ref=hdr_shop_menu 

 

 


